A community event that promotes fun and healthy academic competition among young people

STUDENT SPELLING LIST

STUDENTS
All high school students in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area
Public, private and homeschooled are welcome
School uniforms are the accepted attire for contestants

CONTACT:
Dr. Tamara M. Cooke Henry
301-801-2618
ScholasticO@wordconsultingllc.com

A community event that promotes fun and healthy academic competition among young people

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE SO SPELLING BEE1
1. All words given in the competition will be from the Webster’s Third New International Dictionary.
Although the words listed in this booklet are merely a guide, the bulk of the terms used in the
competition come from this list.
2. Participants are high school students.
3. One point will be given for each word spelled correctly.
4. Each student must spell one word per round.
5. Words must be pronounced according to the diacritical markings in Webster’s or an Internet audio
pronunciation.
6. The pronouncer will give the speller a word; the speller should pronounce the word both before and after
spelling it. Spellers will not be penalized for failing to pronounce a word.
7. The speller may ask for a pronunciation of the word and a definition. However, spellers are limited to
three requests, including definitions, origins and all other information about the word. Root word
questions will not be entertained.
8. If a speller starts to spell a word, he or she may stop and start over, retracing the spelling from the
beginning. However, the speller can only change the sequence of the letters once. If the sequence is
changed in a second or third attempt at respelling, the action will be counted as a miss.
9. Some words have alternate spellings that are uncommon or obscure. Words will be considered correct
only when spelled as they are presented on the official spelling lists, which are the preferred and
common spellings as well as the spellings that all students have been given.
10. If a word has one or more homonyms, the pronouncer shall indicate which word is to be spelled.
However, any correct spelling of a homonym will be accepted if the pronouncer inadvertently forgets to
define or distinguish the word.
11. Spellers are given no more than 2-minute time periods on a word, beginning when the pronouncer
first pronounces the word. If the speller has begun to spell the word when a tone sounds to indicate the
end of the 2 minutes, the judges will permit the speller to complete the spelling, provided that the
spelling proceeds without delay.
12. There will be two time checks – at 1 minute and at 30 seconds.
13. Spellers can miss one word. When a speller misses the second word, he or she is immediately dropped
from the competition. The next speller will be asked to spell that same word and so on until the end of
that round. If spelled correctly, the pronouncer will give a new word to the next speller.
14. If none of the contestants in the round spells the word correctly, then a new word will be given and
all spellers will remain in the competition.
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15. The pronouncer can move to the Championship words at the beginning of any round that has either two
or three spellers remaining. In the course of using these words, if there is no champion, then the
remaining spellers will be declared co-champions.
16. The champion speller is selected if he or she is the only speller remaining in the competition at the start
of a round.
17. A judge’s decision may be appealed by a parent or legal guardian who disputes the elimination of a
speller. An appeal form must be filed with the judges and a decision will be made at the end of the
contested round and before a new round begins.
18. The judges are in complete control of the competition. Their decisions will be final on any question.
TO REPEAT CHAMPIONSHIP PROCEDURES:
At the end of the spelling bee, when one speller misspells a word, the other speller will be given an opportunity
to spell the same word. If the second speller spells that word correctly, plus the next word on the pronouncer’s
list, then the second speller shall be declared the champion.
If both spellers misspell the same word, both shall continue in the competition, and the one who first misspelled
the word shall be given a new word to spell. The champion is not the champion until he or she corrects the
misspelling of the other speller and then correctly spells the next work on the list. In summary, the champion
must spell two words in a row correctly.

WORD
184. Ophthalmologist

PRONOUNCER
of´thǝl-mol´ǝ jist

185. Pachyderm

pak´I dûrm´

PART OF SPEECH DEFINITION
N
A physician specializing in the anatomy, functions, and
diseases of the eye.
N
Any large, thick-skinned, hoofed mammal, as the elephant

186. Oxymoroon

ok´si môr´on

N

A figure of speech that uses seeming contradictions.

187. Metamorphose

met´ǝ môr´fōz

V

To change the form or nature of.

188. Metaphoric

met´ǝ fô ik

ADJ

189. Bucolic

byōō kol´ik

ADJ

Something used or regarded as being used to represent
something else.
Pastoral

190. Apheresis

ǝ fer´ǝ sis

N

191. Boeotia

bē.ō.sh(ē).ә

N

192. Borborygmus

bȯr.bә.rig.mәs

N

193. Vitrophyre

vi.trә.fī(ә)r

N

A type of glassy rock

194. Scheherazadian

shә.her.ә.zä.dē.әn

ADJ

Strangely fabulous

195. Prairillon

prā.ril.yәn

N

A small prairie

196. Fibromyalgia

fī´brō mī al´jǝ

N

197. Laodicean

lā od´ǝ sē´ǝn

ADJ

A chronic disease syndrome marked by debilitating fatigue,
muscular pain, and tenderness at specific points on the body
lukewarm or indifferent, esp. in religion.

198. Viviparous

vī vip´ǝr ǝs

ADJ

bringing forth living young rather than eggs.

199. Stromatolite

strō mat´l īt´

N

200. Infinitesimal

in´fin I tes´ǝ mǝl

ADJ

A laminated calcareous fossil structure built by marine algae
and having a rounded or columnar form.
Indefinitely or exceedingly small; minute

201. bivouacking

biv´ōō ak´ n

V

A military encampment made with tents.

Relating to the omission of the first letter of a word .
(e.g. 'round' for 'around')
A district in Ancient Greece.
A rumbling of the intestines.

202. Phalanx

fā´langks

N

Any body of troops in close array.

203. babushka

bǝ bŏŏsh´kǝ

N

A woman's head scarf, shaped or folded in a triangle.

204. Zeppelin

zep´ǝ lin

N

A large, rigid airship consisting of a long cylindrical framework

205. dirigible

dir´I j bǝl

N

Able to be steered.

206. Schizophrenic

skit´sǝ frē´nē ǝ

N

207. peignoir

pān wär´

N

A severe mental disorder associated with brain abnormalities
and typically evidenced by disorganized speech and behavior.
A woman's loose dressing gown.

208. bougainvillea

bōō´gǝn vil´ē ǝ

N

209. cloisonné

kloi´zǝnā´

N

210. Daiquiri

dī´kǝrē

N

Any of several South American shrubs or vines belonging
to the genus Bougainvillea
Enamelware in which the different colors of the surface
decoration are separated by thin strips of metal set on edge.
An iced cocktail of rum, lime or lemon juice, and sugar

211. Abscission

ăbsĭzh´ǝn

N

An act of cutting off.

212. Chutzpah

KHŏŏt´spǝ

N

Slang for Gall, brazenness.

213. hypochondria

hī´pǝ kŏn´drē ǝ

N

214. Jodhpurs

jod´pǝrs

N

The persistent neurotic conviction that one is or is likely
to become ill.
Riding breeches cut very full over the hips and tapering

215. Oscilloscope

ǝ sil´ǝ skōp´

N

2116. zephyr

zef´ǝr

N

217. Thromboembolism

throm´bō em´bǝ liz ´ǝmN

218. Xenogenesis

zen´ǝ jen´ǝ sis

N

A device that uses a cathode-ray tube to display on a screen
periodic changes in an electric quantity
a gentle
breeze

The blockage of a blood vessel by a thrombus carried through
the bloodstream.
The supposed generation of offspring completely and

219. gesticulate

je stik´yǝ lāt´

V

permanently different from the parent.
To make or use gestures

220. tympanum

tim´pǝ nǝm

N

Middle ear, eardrum

221. syringomyelia

sǝ ring´gō mī ē´lē ǝ

V

222. oenology

ē nol´ǝ jē

N

A disease of the spinal cord in which the nerve tissue is
replaced by fluid-filled cavity.
The science of winemaking.

223. encephalomyelitis

en sef´ǝ lō mī´ǝ lī´tis N

Inflammation of the brain and spinal cord.

224. azotobacter

āzō´tǝbăk´tǝr

N

225. necrobiosis

nĕk´rōbīō´sĭs

N

226. juridical

jŏŏrĭd´ĭkǝl

ADJ

Any of various nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the family
Azotobacteraceae
Natural degeneration and death of cells and tissues,
distinguished from death of the entire organism.
Of or relating to the law and its administration.

227. hamadryad

hăm´ǝdrī´ǝd

N

228. incommunicado

ĭn´kǝmyōō´nĭkä´dō

ADJ

229. perichondrium

pĕr´ĭkŏn´drēǝm

N

230. scherzando

skĕrtsän´dō

ADV

231. totipalmate

tō´tĭpăl´māt´

ADJ

232. vexillary

vĕk´sǝlĕr´ē

N

233. zygodactyl

zī´gǝdăk´tǝl

ADJ

234. pusillanimous

pyōō ' sǝ- lăn ' ǝ - mǝs

235. cygnet

sĭg ' nĭt

ADJ

N

A wood nymph who lives only as long as the tree of which
she is the spirit lives.
Without the right or means of communicating with others, as
one held in solitary confinement
The fibrous membrane covering the surface of cartilage except
at joint endings.
In a light, playful manner.
Having webs connecting each of the four anterior toes, as in
pelicans and gannets.
A member of the oldest class of ancient Roman army veterans
who served under a special standard.
Having two toes projecting forward and two backward,
as certain birds.
Lacking or showing a lack of courage, strength, and resolution:
marked by mean-spirited and contemptible timidity
a young swan
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